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Introduction

Memory has distinct phases: the acquisition of material, fol-
lowed by consolidation. If those processes are successful, a
memory can be retrieved hours, days and years later.1,2 As
stated by William James, “the only proof of there being reten-
tion is that recall actually takes place.”3 Nevertheless, the past
decades have seen relatively little literature approaching the
neurobiological mechanisms of retrieval.4 Thus, retrieval
seems to be facilitated by mood congruence (i.e., the en-

hanced retrieval of material for which the affective valence is
congruent with one’s ongoing mood).5 Indeed, emotional in-
formation is remembered best when the mood at the time of
retrieval matches it in valence. An associative memory model
predicts that mood-congruent facilitation is due to the mood-
related reactivation of emotional responses at retrieval, which
were linked to valenced information at encoding.6

Mood-congruent memory (MCM) appears to be a robust
phenomenon in depression, being associated with enhanced
recall of negative information.5–11 Indeed, some have proposed
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Background: Although mood-congruent memory (MCM), or the tendency to recall information consistent with one’s mood, is a robust
phenomenon in human depression, to our knowledge, it has never been demonstrated in animals. Methods: Mice were subjected to so-
cial isolation (SI) or crowding for 12 hours and had their depressive-like behaviour (evaluated by the forced swim, tail suspension, su-
crose preference and splash tests) or their serum corticosterone concentrations evaluated. In addition, we determined the temporal for-
getting curve of the plus-maze discriminative avoidance task (PM-DAT) and examined the effects of SI or crowding on memory retrieval
in the PM-DAT. Finally, we verified the effects of metyrapone pretreatment on reinstatement of memory retrieval or on the increase of
corticosterone levels induced by SI. Results: Twelve hours of SI produced depressive-like behaviour, enhanced corticosterone concen-
tration and reinstated retrieval of a forgotten discriminative aversive (i.e., negatively valenced) task. Depressive-like behaviour was crit -
ical for this facilitative effect of SI because 12 hours of crowding neither induced depressive-like behaviour nor enhanced retrieval, al-
though it increased corticosterone levels at the same magnitude as SI. However, corticosterone increase was a necessary condition for
MCM in mice, in that the corticosterone synthesis inhibitor metyrapone abolished SI-induced retrieval reinstatement. Limitations: Our
study did not investigate the effects of the social manipulations proposed here in a positively valenced task. Conclusion: To our know -
ledge, the present paper provides the first evidence of MCM in animal models.



that MCM might be an important maintenance mechanism in
depression.12 To our knowledge, MCM has not been investi-
gated in animals, despite an impressive volume of clinical and
psychological support for this phenomenon. Rodent models
would further our understanding of MCM, as they enable
careful control of the experimental subjects as well as the tim-
ing and nature of the induction of depressive-like behaviour.
Because depression seems to be elicited by social rather

than physical stress in humans,13 there has been a shift to-
ward social stressors for inducing depression in experimental
studies. Indeed, loneliness is a clinically important precursor
of depression in humans.14,15 Similarly, social isolation (SI)
may be an etiological factor for depression in rodents.16 In
fact, separation from group housing is a reliable and valid
method for inducing depression-like behaviour in mice.16

Specifically, it has been verified that separation increased
dur ation of immobility in the forced swim test (FST) and the
number of bouts in immobility in the tail suspension test
(TST), which were reversed by fluoxetine administration.
Recent unpublished data from our laboratory have dem -

onstrated that mice presented depressive-like behaviour in
the FST after 12 hours of SI. Our goal was to investigate
whether SI-induced depressive-like behaviour would facili-
tate the retrieval of an aversive (negatively valenced) task:
the plus-maze discriminative avoidance task (PM-DAT).17–19

Because our hypothesis presumes that depressive-like be-
haviour induced by SI would facilitate the retrieval of an
aversive task, we first determined a forgetting curve. Then,
SI effects were evaluated at a time point at which control
mice did not retrieve the task, thereby avoiding a ceiling ef-
fect. Social isolation is a stress condition that can increase
corticosterone concentration in rodents,20 and it has been
shown that stress exposure and/or glucocorticoids have
complex effects on cognition.21–24 Therefore, crowding for
12 hours was used as a positive control. This kind of social
stress produces the same magnitude of corticosterone in-
crease as 12 hours of SI without inducing depressive-like
 behaviour. Finally, we investigated the effects of the cortico -
sterone synthesis inhibitor metyrapone on retrieval in so-
cially isolated mice.

Methods

Subjects

Three-month-old Swiss male mice (outbred, raised and main-
tained in the Center for Development of Experimental
 Models in Medicine and Biology of the Universidade Federal
de São Paulo – UNIFESP) were used. Animals were housed
in polypropylene home cages (41 × 34 × 16.5 cm). Animals
weighing 30–35 g were housed under controlled temperature
(22–23ºC) and lighting (12-hour light–dark cycle; lights on at
6:45 am) conditions. Purina chow for rodents and water were
available ad libitum. Animals were maintained in accordance
with the National Institute of Health Guide for the care and
use of laboratory animals (NIH Publications Nº 8023, revised
2011). The Ethical Committee of UNIFESP approved all ex-
periments (#0269/07).

Housing conditions

Animals were housed for 12 hours in cages (30 × 20 ×
12.5 cm) alone (SI) or in groups of 15 (crowding). Control
mice were housed in a group of 15 in a larger cage (41 × 34 ×
16.5 cm), during the same period in the same room. In some
experiments, only a subset of the animals submitted to
crowding was used.

Drug

Metyrapone (Sigma-Aldrich), a corticosterone synthesizing
enzyme 11 β-hydroxylase inhibitor, was dissolved in poly -
ethylene glycol and diluted with 0.9% saline solution to reach
concentration. This final concentration was 40%, and the
 vehicle solution contained the same polyethylene glycol
 concentration. Metyrapone (100 mg/kg) and vehicle solu-
tions were administered intraperitoneally at a volume of
10 mL/kg of body weight.

Plus-maze discriminative avoidance task

We used the PM-DAT to concomitantly evaluate learning,
memory, anxiety-like behaviour and motor activity, as de-
scribed previously.17–19

The aversive stimuli consisted of a 100 W light and an
80 dB noise. The source of the noise was the horizontal dis-
placement of a piece of metal against wood produced contin-
uously by a small machine placed under the arm. The aver-
sive stimuli were present during the 10-minute training.
Testing lasted 3 minutes and was performed in the absence
of the aversive stimuli. In all experiments, observations were
recorded by an observer blinded to the experimental condi-
tions, and the apparatus was cleaned with a 5% alcohol solu-
tion after each session.
Learning and memory were evaluated by the time spent in

the aversive versus nonaversive enclosed arms in the training
and testing sessions, respectively. Anxiety-like behaviour
was evaluated by percentage of time spent in the open arms
(time spent in the open arms/time spent in both open and
enclosed arms). Locomotion was evaluated by the number of
entries into any of the arms of the apparatus. An entry was
defined as the entrance of all 4 paws in a given arm.

Forced swim test (FST)

Mice were placed individually in a cylindrical glass container
(30 cm height, 16 cm diameter, 11 cm of water depth, 23°C)
for 6 minutes. The duration of immobility was manually
scored during the last 4 minutes by observers who were
blind to the social manipulation applied. A mouse was con-
sidered immobile when it floated in an upright position and
made only small movements to keep its head above water.

Tail suspension test (TST)

Mice were suspended by their tails at a height of 25 cm using
adhesive tape wrapped around the tail 2 cm from the tip.
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 Animals were observed for 5 minutes by an observer blind to
the condition. Latency to the first episode of immobility and
immobility duration were manually quantified using stop-
watches. Animals were considered immobile when hanging
completely motionless.

Splash test (ST)

The ST consists of squirting a 10% sucrose solution on the
dorsal coat of a mouse placed individually in a clear observa-
tion cage (16 × 30 × 19 cm) without food. Mirrors are placed
under the floor and behind the cage to permit observation of
movements when the animal faces away from the observer.
The sucrose solution dirties the mouse fur, eliciting grooming
behaviour. Latency to the first episode of grooming and dur -
ation of grooming behaviour were measured manually dur-
ing a 5-minute period by an observer blind to the condition.

Sucrose preference test (SPT)

Mice were given free choice between a tap water bottle and a
2% sucrose solution bottle for 1 hour immediately after the
social manipulation. No previous food or water deprivation
was applied before testing. The consumption of water and
sucrose solution was estimated for each animal individually
based on the remaining fluid volume in each bottle. Sucrose
preference was calculated as the percentage of consumed su-
crose solution out of the total amount of liquid drunk.

Serum corticosterone determination

Animals were euthanized by decapitation. Trunk blood was
collected in plastic tubes and centrifuged at 3500 rpm for
10 minutes. Serum was frozen at –20°C. Corticosterone con-
centration was determined in duplicate using a double anti-
body radioimmunoassay kit specific for rats and mice (ICN
Biomedicals). The sensitivity of the assay is 0.25 ng/mL.
 Intra- and interassay variations are 10.3% and 7.1%, respect -
ively. We euthanized the mice between 8:00 am and 9:00 am
to minimize circadian variations on serum glucocorticoid
concentrations.25

Experimental design

Experiment 1: Effects of SI or crowding on the FST in mice
Forty-five mice were either subjected to SI for 12 hours
(n = 15), transferred to a small cage and maintained there
 under the crowding condition for 12 hours (n = 15) or trans-
ferred to a new home cage (control; n = 15). Immediately af-
ter, all of the animals were subjected to the FST.

Experiment 2: Effects of SI or crowding on the TST in mice
Forty-five mice were randomly allocated to groups of 15, as
described for experiment 1. Immediately after the social ma-
nipulations, all of the animals were subjected to the TST.

Experiment 3: Effects of SI or crowding on the ST in mice
Forty-five mice were randomly allocated to groups of 15, as

described for experiment 1. Immediately after the social ma-
nipulations, all of the animals were subjected to the ST.

Experiment 4: Effects of SI or crowding on the SPT in mice
Forty-five mice were randomly allocated to groups of 15, as
described for experiment 1. Immediately after the social ma-
nipulations, all of the animals were subjected to the SPT.

Experiment 5: Effects of SI or crowding on serum
 corticosterone concentrations
Forty-five mice were randomly allocated to the SI, crowding
or control groups for 12 hours. Immediately after, we eutha-
nized 12 animals in each group. Serum was then collected,
and we determined the corticosterone concentration.

Experiment 6: Determination of the temporal forgetting
curve of the PM-DAT
Mice were allocated to the 7-, 15- and 30-day (n = 10) groups
and were trained in the PM-DAT 7, 15 or 30 days before test-
ing, respectively. After the training, all of the animals were
kept in their home cages until testing. All groups were tested
simultaneously.

Experiment 7: Effects of pretest SI or crowding 
on the retrieval of the PM-DAT
Mice were trained in the PM-DAT and allocated to 1 of
3 groups (n = 15). They were kept in their home cages from
the time of training until testing 30 days later. Mice were sub-
jected to SI or crowding or transferred to a new home cage
(control) 12 hours before testing.

Experiment 8: Effects of metyrapone pretreatment on the
reinstatement of retrieval induced by 12 hours of SI
Forty-five mice were allocated into 3 groups (n = 15) and
trained in the PM-DAT. Thirty days later, 2 of these groups
were subjected to SI for 12 hours, forming the MET-SI and
VEH-SI groups. Animals in the third group (VEH-CTRL)
were transferred to another home cage and kept in the same
room. Immediately after, animals were subjected to testing.
Forty minutes before testing, mice of the MET-SI group re-
ceived 100 mg/kg of metyrapone. Animals in the VEH-SI
and VEH-CTRL groups received vehicle.

Experiment 9: Effects of metyrapone pretreatment on the
 increase of corticosterone induced by 12 hours of SI
Twenty-five mice were allocated to the SI condition, and 13
were transferred to another home cage in the same room.
Forty minutes before the end of the 12 hour SI procedure, a
subset (n = 13) of socially isolated mice received 100 mg/kg
of metyrapone (MET-SI), whereas the other subset (n = 12) re-
ceived metyrapone vehicle (VEH-SI). Animals in the control
group also received vehicle (CTRL-VEH). Immediately after,
all of the animals were euthanized, and we collected their
blood to determine corticosterone concentration.

Statistical analyses

We evaluated data using 1- or 2-way analysis of variance



(ANOVA) and Tukey tests when necessary. We considered
results to be significant at p < 0.05.

Results

Experiment 1: Effects of SI or crowding on FST behaviour

The ANOVA and Tukey tests (F2,42 = 5.38, p = 0.008) revealed
that mice in the SI group exhibited a significantly higher im-
mobility time than the crowding group (q = 4.21, p = 0.013) or
control groups (q = 3.79, p = 0.028; Fig. 1).

Experiment 2: Effects of SI or crowding on the TST

The ANOVA revealed significant differences in the latency to
first immobility episode among the groups (F2,42 = 4.39,
p = 0.018). The Tukey test showed that the SI group displayed
a decreased latency compared with the control and crowding
groups (q = 3.63, p = 0.037 and q = 3.64, p = 0.036, respect -
ively; Fig. 2A). The ANOVA and Tukey tests revealed that
the SI groups spent more time immobile than the control and
crowding groups (q = 5.11, p = 0.002, and q = 3.72, p = 0.031,
respectively; F2,42 = 6.99, p = 0.002; Fig. 2B).

Experiment 3: Effects of SI or crowding on the ST

The ANOVA and Tukey tests showed that the SI group
showed increased latency to the first grooming episode com-
pared with the control and crowding groups (q = 6.59,
p = 0.001 and q = 4.03, p = 0.018, respectively; F2,42 = 11.05,
p < 0.001; Fig. 3A). The ANOVA and Tukey tests revealed
that the SI groups displayed decreased grooming duration
compared with the control and crowding groups (q = 3.61,
p = 0.038 and q = 3.74, p = 0.030, respectively; F2,42 = 4.51,
p = 0.017; Fig. 3B).

Experiment 4: Effects of SI or crowding on the SPT

The ANOVA and Tukey tests (F2,42 = 13.11, p < 0.001) revealed
that mice in the SI group consumed significantly less sucrose
than the crowding or control groups (q = 5.99, p = 0.001 and
q = 6.52, p = 0.001, respectively; Fig. 4).

Experiment 5: Effects of SI or crowding on serum
 corticosterone concentrations

The ANOVA and Tukey tests (F2,33 = 17.79, p < 0.001) revealed a
significant increase in corticosterone concentration in the SI and
crowding groups compared with the control group (q = 8.31,
p < 0.001 and q = 5.43, p = 0.002, respectively; Table 1).

Experiment 6: Determination of the temporal forgetting
curve of the PM-DAT

Two-way ANOVA revealed significant arm type (aversive v.
nonaversive) effects (F1,27 = 525, p < 0.001) in the training. Still,
there were no significant group (7 d, 15 d and 30 d; F2,27 = 0.84,
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Fig. 1: Duration of immobility (s) in the forced swim test presented
by mice that were socially isolated (SI), crowded or kept in their
home cages (control) for 12 hours. Data are reported as means and
standard errors. *p < 0.05 compared with the other 2 groups (1-way
analysis of variance and Tukey test).
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Fig. 2: (A) Latency (s) to the first immobility episode and (B) dura-
tion of immobility (s) in the tail suspension test presented by mice
that were socially isolated (SI), crowded or kept in their home cages
(control) for 12 hours. Data are reported as means and standard er-
rors. *p < 0.05 compared with the other 2 groups (1-way analysis of
variance and Tukey test).
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all p > 0.05) or arm type × group interaction (F2,27 = 0.33, all
p > 0.05) effects. The Tukey test revealed that all groups spent
significantly less time in the aversive enclosed arm than in
the nonaversive one (Fig. 5A). No significant differences were
found among groups in the percentage of time spent in the
open arms or in the total number of entries (all p > 0.05, data
not shown).
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Fig. 3: (A) Latency (s) to the first grooming episode and (B) dura-
tion of grooming (s) in the splash test presented by mice that were
socially isolated (SI), crowded or kept in their home cages (control)
for 12 hours. Data are reported as means and standard errors.
*p < 0.05 compared with the other 2 groups (1-way analysis of vari-
ance and Tukey test).
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Fig. 4: Percentage of sucrose consumption in the sucrose prefer-
ence test presented by mice that were socially isolated (SI),
crowded or kept in their home cages (control) for 12 hours. Data
are reported as means and standard errors. *p < 0.05 compared
with the other 2 groups (1-way analysis of variance and Tukey test).

Table 1: Effects of social isolation or crowding for 12 hours on
serum corticosterone concentrations

Group Corticosterone, mean (SE) ng/mL

Control 76.7 (7.24)

Socially isolated 167.5 (15.34)*

Crowded 136.0 (8.43)*

SE = standard error.
*p < 0.05 compared with the control group (1-way analysis of variance and Tukey tests).
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in the nonaversive enclosed arm (2-way analysis of variance and
Tukey test).



In the test session, 2-way ANOVA revealed significant arm
type (F1,27 = 24.33, p < 0.001) and arm type × group interaction
effects (F2,27 = 3.62, p = 0.003), but there were no significant
group effects (F2,27 = 0.04, all p > 0.05; Fig. 5B). The 7- and 15-
day groups presented a significant decrease in the time spent
in the aversive enclosed arm than in the nonaversive arm.
Animals tested 30 days after training did not prefer the non-
aversive enclosed arm. In addition, ANOVA showed no sig-
nificant differences among groups in the percentage of time
spent in the open arms or the total number of entries during
the testing (all p > 0.05, data not shown).

Experiment 7: Effects of pretest SI or crowding on the
 retrieval of the PM-DAT

Two-way ANOVA revealed significant arm type effects
(F1,42 = 525.96, p < 0.001) in the training. There were no signifi-
cant  housing condition (control, SI and crowding; F2,42 = 0.56,
all p > 0.05) or arm type × housing condition interaction ef-
fects (F2,42 = 0.57, all p > 0.05). All groups spent significantly
less time in the aversive enclosed arm than in the nonaversive
arm before the animals were subjected to SI or crowding
(Fig. 6A). No significant differences were found in the per-
centage of time spent in the open arms or in the total number
of entries (all p > 0.05, data not shown).
In the test session, 2-way ANOVA revealed significant ef-

fects for both arm type (F1,42 = 17.7, p < 0.001) and arm type ×
housing condition interaction (F2,42 = 8.17, p < 0.001). There
were no significant effects of housing condition (F2,42 = 0.73, all
p > 0.05). Only the SI group spent significantly less time in the
aversive enclosed arm than in the nonaversive one (Fig. 6B).
Additional analysis showed that the SI group spent signifi-
cantly less time in the aversive arm than the other 2 groups.
The ANOVA and Tukey tests revealed a significant effect of

SI on the total number of entries (F2,42 = 3.55, p = 0.002). Thus,
the SI group exhibited a higher number of entries than the
control or crowding groups (q = 3.72, p = 0.031, and q = 3.49,
p = 0.045, respectively; Fig. 6C). No significant differences
were found among the groups in the percentage of time spent
in the open arms during testing (all p > 0.05, data not shown).

Experiment 8: Effects of metyrapone pretreatment on the
reinstatement of retrieval induced by 12 hours of SI

Two-way ANOVA revealed a significant effect of arm type
(F1,42 = 10.13, p < 0.001) during training. There were no signifi-
cant effects of group (F2,42 = 0.63, all p > 0.05) or arm type ×
group interaction (F2,42 = 0.54, all p > 0.05). All groups spent
significantly less time in the aversive enclosed arm than in
the nonaversive one (Fig. 7A). No significant differences were
found in the percentage of time spent in the open arms or in
the total number of entries (all p > 0.05, data not shown).
In the test session, 2-way ANOVA revealed significant arm

type (F1,42 = 11.03, p = 0.001) and arm type × group interaction
effects (F2,42 = 4.48, p = 0.008). There was no significant group
effect (F2,42 = 0.98, all p > 0.05). Only the VEH-SI group spent
significantly less time in the aversive enclosed arm than in
the nonaversive one (Fig. 7B). The total number of entries of

the VEH-SI or MET-SI groups was significantly higher than
that in the VEH-CTRL group (q = 3.48, p = 0.046 and q = 4.55,
p = 0.007, respectively) in the testing (F2,42 = 5.78, p = 0.006;
Fig. 7C). No significant differences were found in the per-
centage of time spent in the open arms during testing (all p >
0.05, data not show).
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Fig. 6: Time spent in the aversive and nonaversive enclosed arms of
the plus-maze discriminative avoidance task apparatus for all of the
groups — control, socially isolated (SI) and crowded in the test ses-
sion, respectively — in the (A) training and (B) test sessions, as well
as (C) the total number of entries into all arms of the apparatus during
the test session. Data are reported as means and standard errors. 
*p < 0.05 compared with the time spent in the nonaversive enclosed
arm; †p < 0.05 compared with the time spent in the aversive enclosed
arm of the other groups and ‡p < 0.05 compared with the other
2 groups (panel C, 1-way analysis of variance and Tukey test). 
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Experiment 9: Effects of metyrapone pretreatment on the
 increase of corticosterone induced by 12 hours of SI

The ANOVA and Tukey tests (F2,35 = 10.87, p < 0.001; Table 2)

revealed that corticosterone concentration in the VEH-SI
group was significantly higher than that in the VEH-CTRL or
MET-SI groups (q = 6.21, p = 0.001, and q = 5.11, p = 0.003,
 respectively).

Discussion

Here, we report that short-term SI induced depressive-like
behaviour in mice and reinstated retrieval of a forgotten dis-
criminative memory. Since the PM-DAT is aversive and, con-
sequently, negatively valenced, these results suggest the oc-
currence of MCM in mice. This notion is strengthened by the
fact that another social stressor (crowding) increased, by the
same magnitude, serum corticosterone concentration, but
promoted neither depressive-like behaviour nor memory re-
instatement. Importantly, stress-induced corticosterone secre-
tion, though insufficient, was a necessary condition for the re-
trieval reinstatement because metyrapone abolished both the
corticosterone increase and the facilitative effect on retrieval
produced by SI.
In humans, it has been demonstrated that depressive mood

is associated with enhanced recall of negative information.
However, this MCM has been primarily reported in patients
who were clinically depressed.8–10,26,27 As memory processing
takes place during the same depressive state, the MCM could
be related to the state-dependent phenomenon.28 In state-
 dependency, the endogenous context — a physiologic state,
is incorporated into the conglomerate of memory attributes,
exerting control over retrieval.29 Consequently, the retrieval
of a memory may require that the organism be in a similar
state in which the memory was acquired.30–33 The individual
influences of MCM and state-dependency phenomena on
memory retrieval under a depressive mood can be dissoci-
ated by the experimental induction of a depressive mood be-
fore recollection. A few studies have demonstrated MCM by
experimentally inducing a depressive mood in humans.6,34

In the present study, depressive-like behaviour was in-
duced before the PM-DAT retrieval through 12 hours of SI.
We applied SI to induce depressive-like behaviour for 2 rea-
sons. First, social stressors offer high face validity and are of
particular interest in humans.35 Second, depression is often
described as a psychogenic stress-related disorder,36 and SI in
particular has been reported to increase resistance to anti -
depressant treatment in depressed patients.37 Importantly,
unpublished data from our laboratory reveal that longer per -
iods of SI did not increase immobility time in the FST, sug-
gesting a compensatory mechanism.
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Fig. 7: Time spent in the aversive and nonaversive enclosed arms of
the of the plus-maze discriminative avoidance task apparatus by all
of the groups — control, socially isolated (SI) animals treated with
 vehicle and SI animals treated with metyrapone in the test session —
in the (A) training and (B) test sessions, as well as (C) the total num-
ber of entries into all of the arms of the apparatus in the test session.
Data are reported as means and standard errors. *p < 0.05 com-
pared with the time spent in the nonaversive enclosed arm (panels A
and B, 2-way analysis of variance and Tukey test). †p < 0.05 com-
pared with the control group (panel C, 1-way analysis of variance and
Tukey test).

Table 2: Effects of metyrapone pretreatment on serum corticoster one
concentrations induced by 12 hours of social isolation

Group/treatment Corticosterone, mean (SE) ng/mL

Control/vehicle 86.3 (7.67)

Socially isolated/vehicle 135.83 (9.54)*†

Socially isolated/metyrapone 95.07 (6.47)

SE = standard error.
*p < 0.05 compared with the control group (1-way analysis of variance and Tukey tests).
†p < 0.05 compared with the social isolation/metyrapone group (1-way analysis of
variance and Tukey tests).



Animal models of depression have been developed to ad-
dress the complex environmental, physiologic and genetic
 interactions that occur in this disorder.38,39 Thus, measures of de-
pression in mice may depend on genotype,40,41 and performance
in behavioural tests may be strain-specific. The duration of im-
mobility in the FST appeared shorter than that described in
other studies.16,42 These discrepancies could be explained by the
differences in strain, sex and housing conditions.
The PM-DAT was chosen in this study because, in addition

to being an aversive task, it can simultaneously evaluate
 anxiety-like behaviour and motor activity. These behaviours
can modify retrieval performance, and therefore must be
carefully controlled.17,19,43–46 In addition, compared with other
aversive memory tests, a difference in motor activity would
be a less critical methodological concern in the PM-DAT
 interpretation because retention is evaluated by the time
spent in the aversive versus nonaversive enclosed arms dur-
ing testing. This was particularly important in the present
study because SI increased locomotion in the PM-DAT de-
spite increasing immobility in the FST and in the TST. This
increase in locomotor activity induced by SI is in line with the
results of previous studies47–50 that have linked it to both a de-
crease in the basal turnover of serotonin in the nucleus ac-
cumbens48 and an increase in the activity of dopamine neur -
ons in the mesoaccumbens system.50

Avoidance of the aversive enclosed arm in the PM-DAT on
testing has been validated as a measurement of retention be-
cause amnestic manipulations decrease it.17,19,43,45,46,51 We exam-
ined whether the SI-induced depressive-like behaviour would
facilitate the retrieval, thereby characterizing an MCM in
mice. Thus, the effects of SI were evaluated in an experimental
condition in which facilitation of retrieval would not be
masked by a ceiling effect produced by an optimal retrieval
response in the control group. Hence, a forgetting curve for
the task was determined (experiment 6). The results show that
naive mice recalled the discriminative avoidance task 7 or
15 days after training but did not recall it 30 days later.
Pretest SI (but not pretest crowding) reinstated avoidance

in mice tested 30 days after training. The facilitative effect of
pretest SI on PM-DAT retrieval was abolished by mety rapone
pretreatment at a dose that also abolished the  observed in-
crease in serum corticosterone concentration. Conversely,
crowding for 12 hours produced the same magni tude of cor -
ticosterone increase as SI, but did not reinstate memory
 retrieval. Together, these data suggest that stress-induced cor-
ticosterone release is necessary, albeit insufficient, for MCM-
facilitated retrieval. In addition, with the result that crowding
was not effective at inducing depressive-like behaviour, these
data suggest that SI produced an MCM improvement in the
retrieval of an aversive task and that corticosterone secretion
had a permissive role in this phenomenon.
The effects of SI and corticosterone in promoting MCM

seem to contrast with the findings of a considerable number
of studies showing that stress, and glucocorticoids in particu-
lar, impairs memory retrieval. This has been documented for
spatial and contextual memory in rats and declarative (most
episodic) memory in humans.2,23,24 However, while the previ-
ously mentioned studies demonstrated that stress and gluco-

corticoids can impair the retrieval of a nonforgotten task, ear-
lier studies reported that weak foot shock facilitated retrieval
after experimental amnesia.25 In addition, amphetamine, a
drug that has stressful effects,52 facilitates retrieval of a spon-
taneously forgotten maze task53 and a forgotten conditioned
emotional response.54,55 It is noteworthy that each of the ex-
perimental manipulations reported to directly facilitate re-
trieval after forgetting share the common action of increasing
arousal or vigilance.56 Accordingly, the locus coeruleus is a
key brainstem region involved in arousal,57 and electrical
stimulation of its neurons or a pharmacological increase in
the availability of forebrain noradrenaline can facilitate re-
trieval of remote memory in rats. However, these effects only
occurred when the stimulus is applied in the context in
which training took place.29 Given that increased cortico -
sterone concentration enhances arousal58 and that stress
expos ure increases noradrenergic activity in the locus
coeruleus,59 the facilitative effect of SI on memory retrieval in
the present study could be explained by a combination of in-
creased arousal (induced by increased corticosterone or
stress- induced locus coeruleus activation) and memory acti-
vation by context cues and mood congruency.

Limitations

Although our study demonstrates the critical influence of
mood congruency in animals, we exclusively investigated a
negatively valenced task. The reproduction of these results
with a positively valenced task would be of considerable
 interest.

Conclusion

The depressive-like state, as measured by depressive-like be-
haviour, induced by 12 hours of SI was critical for facilitating
the reinstatement of an aversive memory. Twelve hours of
crowding neither induced depressive-like behaviour nor en-
hanced retrieval. Importantly, both the SI and crowding con-
ditions increased corticosterone concentration by the same
magnitude. Because the corticosterone synthesis inhibitor
metyrapone abolished SI-induced retrieval reinstatement, SI-
induced corticosterone increase seems to be a necessary but
insufficient condition for MCM.
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